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ABSTRACT ,., 
Industrial engineers are encountering a class of- problems involving 
..i 
mixed populations· 'for ,which no standard solution exists. An acceptable 
--.. . " 
solution must be_capable of identifying statistically homogeneous sub-
groups within the mixed population. This paper describes the problem, 
proposes a solution technique end suggests extensions!"of the study. 
• I 
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I . . 
This paper presents a statistical study of two problems encountered 
in quality con_trol. They I are trouble shooting and personnel evaluation 
and placement.. Trouble shooting can best be described ·by example-. 
Suppose a manufacturing job consists of the following sequence of 
-·operations: injection molding, broac~ing and drilling.· Since the 
production rates of the machines differ, three molding machines, five 
r- / 
· broaches and ten drill press·es are· required to balance production. 
Suppose also that the product is t~ansported from each manufacturing 
area in mixed lots so that identification of the exact machine sequence· 
is; impossible for any part. 
If a ·quality problem exists on this product, how do you, as a 
trouble shooter, attack the problem? If the problem is caused by inter~ 
action of specific machine variables, it is likely that ·the true caus,e 
will be difficult to detect. · Suppose,· for instance, tbat 100% ·of all 
produ.ct that passed 'thrwigh broach ''three" and drill press "three" or 
"six" is defective. The product would ·be 1/5 x 2/10 = 1/25 or 4% . · 
.. 
~efective if all machines in each department produce at the same rate. 
-i 
,· 
This might be passed off as the true process average instead of an 
' ~ ~ 
• · 'i,f. 
. ~--
correc'ted. assignable cause which could be detected and The problem, 
I 
of course, is undetected because no statistical technique in common· 
• 
use disects a mixed population. A method is needed which would dis-
close. that two distinct populations existed, 96% having no defects 
. and 4% being 100% defective. We will study a method for providing 
this information. 
J 
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Personnel evaluation and. placement can also ·best be· .introduced by 
. example. Suppose a foreman has over 100 assembly operators,· all assem-
..... 
L•; 
bling the same product but with diverse jobs, such that quality problems 
, 
I 
might well be· _solved with effective placement of workers to jobs. He 
has complete quality data from inspection: type of defect encountered, 
. . 
operators who assemb1.'ed. the product, number of each type of defect. 
How should he use this data in making the most appropriate job assign-
~ -
ments? This problem is becoming more and more prevalent with the- advent 
of data collection, transmission, and processing ~quipment that make 
i p,; 
on-line-real.:..time management information systems feasible .. By using 
\ 
some technique to identify statistically homogeneous subgroups within 
a mixed population, he can have immediately available the information 
'·· 
nece·ssary to seek the most effective worker-job placement and also 
point out those workers who are incapable of performing assembly work. 
- ,--
' . 
· and should be transferred within the company to a more sui.t'able area. 
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CHAPrER ·II 1 I • I 
STATEMENT OF PROPOSED SOLtrrJON 
Without regard for the application, which was discussed in the 
introduction of this paper, the stateme·nt of: the problem is "Identify 
.. 
Statistically Homogeneous Subgroups within a Mixed · Normal Population._" 
If n normal populations are mixed, the frequency function of · 
the mixed population • l.S: 
-(>< :;,M") / 2a-'L 
_where 
p 
. \ - proportion of population centered aroundµ. 1 
• • • + f" _e . ~ 
fzn-~ 
·a - standard devtation of proportion of population -centered around µ,_ 
i 1 
and 
pl+ p + ... + p 2 · . n - 1 
The attack I propose to use is as follows: 
1. 
2 ~ . 






2 J~5-\, fQI't.lie_ fit of the d~1;a. to f (:,cL _ _ _ __ __ __ ___ _ _ 
- ' r, 
--~---,--:_____--. -· .._____ . .. \. . 
/J 
~ ,...--~~----·--· 
·- --- .... : __ ,-:--"~ .. : - ·.- ~ ... _...;.,. .. ~~ '---~ --
-~. Increase n by one and repeat steps one and ·two. Note ·that 
• 
' . ' 
each time n is inc~ea~ed by one the· number of param~ters is· '!1' ';. ;_, 
increased by three, p. , µ
1 
.. and cr •. 
1 · 1 
'l'he firSt value of x2 within the critical x2 Will reve3<l the 
mos_t probable subgroup identification. 
In any application the assumption of'normality can be checked empir-
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' Let us now consider the ,application of the above proposed solution 
to :trouble shooting and personnel evaluation .and pl_acement. in trouble -
' \. 
shooting, the proposed technique may be applied resulting in the ident-
ification of several populations with different means. This information 
' i coupled wi t.h an understanding of trouble shooting will dictate what 
. combinations of machine sequences·- could be causing the- trouble. The 
several. suspected machine sequences can then be checked· with r~latively 
" 
small samples t"o ·reveal the, true quality problem. 
"Consider the following example of how the cause -;.ot poor quality 
might be found in the manufacturing shop described in Chapter I. ~ 
Suppose that.the attribute which is causing the .quality problem is a 
'{ii, hole location which must be 2.500 ± .005 inches from a loca~io6 lug. 
' Suppose further that the application of the proposed p-roblem attack 
revealed that two populations existed with: 




a. - .-001 
1 
,-p - . 927 
1 
-
µ. = 2.510 
2 
a - .. 002 
2 
p - . 073 
2 
Since the fractional equivalent of .073 is 1/15, we know, if 
I 
- - -·· - ... --·. 
- -.. - - 'if. 
.I 
-- machine interacti-orr Within :a manufacturing sequence is causing the 
i ,: .. 
trou)?le, that the _product of the ratios of the number of machines 
causing trouble in a department to the total number of machines in 
.. the department must -be close to 1/15. 
Possibilit1es are: 
.. J/3. :X 2/10 1/15 
' . 
-· 
l/5: X 1/3 1/15 
.. 1 ..... 
1 .molding machine and 2 .~rill 
presses 
1 broach and 1 molding machine 
l 
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- i 
Since the mean of the most defective p~pulation is known, a small 
sample run tl)rough the various combinations of machines wi 11 isolate 
the machines interacting to cause the trouble. __ 
Personnel evaluation and placeme_nt is slightly different because 
of the data. The two major differences in the data are: 
1. The data is attribute data, not variable data. 
~ -
2. The data is uniquely identifiable, i.e., the ope~ator who 
performed ·the work is known. 
.,. 
•, 
In order to satisfy the normality assqmption it -is ne~essary to. 
use the central lirni t theorem. In, other words, since the data is 
• uniquely identifiable, means of a sample of four or five can be used 
instead of the raw data. This assures us that the mixed population 
~. Vfill pe made tfp of sever.al normal populations with different means and 
', . 
. variances. A. fqrther simplifying assumption ca_n,, be made by transform-
-t ..• _ ... , 
"' ing the data so as to achieve homoscedasticity. If this is done, the 
mixed population will be made up of several normal populations with 
equal variances anff different means. This simplified data model was 
_, ' 
ll:sed to s:tudy the proposed ··attack on the problem of cl_etecting and 
identifying stgtistically homogeneous ·subgroups within a mixed popula~ 
,( .. - )' 
. -'r'" -
' : 1 
If- the -proposed. att~ck is applied to t.he transformed d-ata, the· 
. 
_, re~ults wi 11 re·veal several populations with dif-ferent means. As an 
example suppose 100 operators who ar~ assembling the same unit are 
studied .in this manner. The results might show that the· following two 
_ popuiations ·,·are- present: 
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~ = .5% de~ective 
1 
o · = . . 02% defective 
1 




- 4% defective 
o = .02_% defective 
2 
. ' 
p . = .20 
2 
' ~ 





, is closest to each operator's mean is all that 
is necessary to determine which operators fall into each population. 
Without some method to identify the subgroups statistically, the · 
I. 
' ,7' 
only approach is to assume a mixed population, identify the individuals 
in each and statistically test to determine if your assumptions are 
feasible. When this is done the usual method is to select some physi-
cal .property of the operators which is assumed to cause the difference· 
/'" 
""' in quality, i.e. , experienced versus new· opera tor .. , female versus male 
.. , .. 
operator,· etc. ·By using the attack I propose, a much· more straight-
.forward approach is possible; namely, identify_the statistically homo-
/. 
\)._ 
geneous subgroups and then look for the physical facto~.mhich might 
be the cause of the poor quality. 
.,. I 
~ . 
. • r--. 
~,·'·· 
·-.· ., 
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:• .. ; ~ CHAPTER III . 
AN APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM 
I 
Several alternate problem attacks have· been developed for ident-
" 
i.fying statistically homogeneous subgroups within a mixed normal popu-
lation if, and only i-f, the variances of the several populations are 
_equal. The simplest of these attacks is a series of student t testso 
The obvious disadvantage "of this procedure is that the probability of 
making no incorrect statement in comparing K means decreases rapidly as 
K increases. Figure 1 'is a plot of. the probability of finding no sig ... 
·nificant difference in K means using a series oft tests if no dtfferences 
,rt~, 
:exist in the means o The values used to ·plot Figure 1 were obtained from 
-,.$?rha.n and Greenberg [ 1]. This· d,if ficulty eliminates the series of t 






• 4 . 
. ,·2 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
K 
Figure 1 
; .. ,. 
· Q' ~-- • 05 
.,./' 
df - a, 
-8 9 10 11 12 13 
.. ,; To combat these difficulties Newman [2] developed the multiple ·rang~ .. 
te:-st. The mul_tiple range. test is· described in Sarhan and Greenberg [ 1] o 
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The test .inyolves testing a sequence of null hypotheses each -of which is 
~ 
incorrectly rejected with probability a. The number of tests required 
· depends on the nuinbe:r of normal· pop.ulat"io,ns .in the mixed population, 
not the number of individuals in the mixed population, as the multiple 
t test does o . Therefore, the multiple range test is applicable_, to dis-
s:ec-ting mixed normal populations if the variances are equal. 
Another attack to the problem of dissecting a mixed population, 
which is similar to the app~oach proposed in this paper in that homo-
. 
ij 
scedastisity is not required, was presented by ~Burr!u [3] · in 19340 
Burrau states that the problem of disecting a frequency curve into two 
normal curves was attempted as early as 1894 by Pearson. The attack 
used by Burrau is basi·cally to -assume a mixed frequency function consist-
·,,tn·g of two normal distributions and estimate the parameters by samplingo 
I • 
; •• ,.,,t 
Th·is general method has be~n p,ractically forgotten in the literature 
since the mid 1930 's because of the algebraic comp,lJxity! involved in 
parameter estimationo., Burrau 's approach has one majoi:: failing - ri.o 
-method is. presented to determine the number of normal populations which 
-
.-make up .the mixed populationo _ The algebraic complexity <ff this type of .. ; 
~aking up the mix.ed population· ipcreases; ~herefore, this methQd has 
. not been applied to mixed populat1ons with more than two subpopulations • 
.; ~, 
Bec.atise of the ne.ed ·for a straightforward ·solution t.o the general problem 
of detecting statistically homogeneous subgroups. within ~- mixed popu.,.. 
-.... ' 
'. 
ltftion, and b_ecause .o-f the ·aqlvent of the electronic computer· as a caicu-
·.:-' 
l~tio.n .aid, the s-t,ud~of the parameter estimation method of solution 
1 _ \ , Lf ...,.-· "' 
should be reopened.· 
. ·-~ 
- -·-----~--.- .... -- -.. '.:"'!-~·.'.~,, ... . \•' '";, 
·.,., ··--- .·. -· ''do.- ·,.,_ 
·-r,-. 
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.·Es_timat ion Proble"m 
I was unsuccessful in obtaining e,stimates of the population para-. 1 .• I • 
• J • 
meters. Two methods were attempted both of which resulted in sets
 of 
simultaneous non-linear equations which as yet remain unsolved. T
he 
two methods used were cumulants or semi-invariants and maximum 
1likeli-
hood estimates. 
The maximum likelihood tec.hnique of parameter estimation as pre-
. ·Sented by a;oel [ 4] maximized the likelihood function L(x1 , x2 , ... x~; 9) 
as a functipn of 9, where 9 is the parameter to be estimated.· If f(x;_e) 
is the supposed frequency functi.on then L 
I 
" 
( X l , x2 , . . . Xn; 9) -
. TT r <xi , e > • The frequency function used in this investigation was 
i 
that shown in Chapter II of this paper. In order to-maximizo/the. likel
i-
···.; 
hood.function it is necessary to take partial derivitives of the l
ikeli-
hood function with respect to the parameters and solve simultaneou
sly 
the resulting equations. These e~uations are developed in Appendi
x I· 
and shown belew. 
'\; ·. 
-· ~-- -·-- --- ---
~-- -·-· --
--.- ---·-·-··-~ ---
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The procedure· fp~ter estimation. using cumulants is outlined 
tn. Appendix II. Although several .reference's were· used which describe 
the development arid use of sample cumulants as parameter estimatit!_g - · 
tools, I based my work primarily on Kendall.and Stuart [5] .. Applica-· 
tion of the semi-invariant technique is shown in Appendix III and resulted · 
in the. following simultaneous eq~ations: 
pµ,l + ( 1 - p) µ, 
. . 2 
I. (µ,l 2
 cr2) (1. -·p) (µ,2 2
 2 
p + + + (j ) 
. ... :: ... 
(µ,l 
3 2 
+ (1 p) (µ· 3 cr2) p + 3µ1 o) - + 3µ,2 2 
c1 , c2 , and c3 are defined
 in Appendix III of this paper. 
I • 
Search Technique 
I was unable to solve either of the above sets of simultaneou~ 
equations. Therefore, random search techniques we·re investigated to . . ,, 
.. ,. 
·-
evaluate their applicability to our problem. 
\ 
Deterministic search techniques may be broa,dly classified into the 
following categories: 
.I. Single Variable Sear~h 






----. -------. _,_, __ , .---~
-.,..,._--·-·------------~ . ~ -





, ... II. Multidimension Search 
". (a) Contour Target Elimination 
J 
(b) Gradient Search 
·-"r· 
Wilde [6]~discusses each of these in some detail •. therefore, we shall 
discuss only those techniques whi.ch might apply to o.ur particular prob-
lem. 
Search techniques are sequential investigat_ions of a function· to 
. ul timate.ly ·find a maximum or minimum. The technique can be visualized 
. __ -, . -·1·:·-·--"'· 
·t: 





































as. an explor~r climbing a moun,tain which is .so heavily wooded that he 
cannot s~e the surrounding terrain. It is obvious that the explorer· 
. "' 
could ·not determine if he had found the top of the mountain or. just .a 
'\ 
local peak unless. he knew beforehand what the top of the mountain 
•. looked like. Similarly, search techniqu~s cannot distinguish between 
,, 
.. ,-. 
a local maximum,.and the tr11e maximum unless the value -of the true maxi-
mum is known. In attempting to estimate the parameter of the mixed 
normal distribution we must either assure ourselves that the function· 
searched is convex or know beforehand the value of the maximum or 
minimum. The likelihood function. was discarded as a means of parameter 
estimation because it is not known to be convex. 
. The following t~chni-que may be used with any set of simulta-neous · 
equations to develop a function which may be explored with search 
- techniques to find the roots of· the equations. Consider a set of 
simultaneous homogeneous equat_ions: 
f 
1 

















• .:..:'1 ;:.,.:,' 
- - --- ------ - -- -
-- -·--------- -- --- ----- -------
.. ~-:,_ 
1'' 
, , r .. 
-- - - -- -- -
. -,-__ .:.,- ~ .. -.• ,. . ~. 
. -
f = 0 
n' 
.. ·-·~ 
An eq~ation ft can· be formed by agding the ·squares of the left hanq side 
2 . 2 . ·~. 2 of the above equation,, i.'e.,. f - f + f ,1+ + f - O. t - · 1 2 · · · · · ·n - ft can 
now·· be se~r-~heci for a minimum to obtain ·the roots of the set of "equa-
tions, for W·hile ft,~is not necessarily convex, the true mintmum~wi;ll be 
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, • . 
·1, !, ·Now that we have· developed a function which can be searched, let. 
us examine the various multidimensional techniques and find which should 
-- -be applied. a 
J . .. 
Contour tangent elimination technique is an efficient search 
technique; however, it has two major drawbacks: 1. Experimental 
error in determining the contour tangents by linear approximation re-
duces the efficiency of the te_chnique. 2. The. function being searched 
must be strongly unimodal or the technique will not find the maximum. 
The contour tangent may be defined as follows: If the point b lies on· 
a contour line of the function, then the tange11,t to fhe contour line at_ 
bis the contour tangent. The contour tangent search technlque is 
performed as follows: 
I 1. Identify an area for investigation on the function which is 
· large enough so that it is known that the maximum lies some-
where i~_the area. 
2. By some predete·rmined rule, i.e. , center of 8-rea, etc. , · 
-, 
select a point for experimentation. 
3. ·: Make a 1 inear approximation of the· contour tangent at the 
. 
. . :l 









. ..::;; . 
\. 
,.,·. 
Reduce·the experimental region by discarding all of the area 
· ~ below the contour tangent. 
5. Repeat steps two through foui: until the experimental region 
, ... :,;- - -. 
fs small enough to approxima.te the maximum of the function.-·, 
The followin·g diagrams exhibit the method of contour tangent elimi-
•. ---·<,_ __ , .. nation as well as poi~ out the danger of ·using the contour tangent 
elimination method on functions which are not strongly unimodal. 
' ) ,· 
, 
-
. ~; : - . . . 
,f 
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PO I NT -----------
FUNCTION WHICH IS NOT 
STRONGLY UNIMODAL STRONGLY UNIMODAL FUNCTION 
'I 
Figure 2 Figu-re 3 
fJ 
Figures 2 and 3 are top views of three dimensional functions. 
Because of the necessity of·searching a-strongly unimodal function 
\ 
\ . 
and because I was ignorant of the type of function to be explored for 
parameter estimation, I did not attempt to apply the contour tangent 
elimination techniqu~: 
Another mul tidimensi,onal search. te·chnique is the gradient method 
.. 
or method of steepest assent. To understand this method consider again 
.the explorer clim·bing the wooded hill.. If the hill has but one peak 
the explorer will eventually find the top as long as he continues to 
!,~. 
gain· elevation as he walks •.. If, however, the explorer· w~r.e in a· hurr,y 
he· would .probably walk in the direction wh·ere the slope of, the hill is """ 
' .. 
·grea~est. This-·· is the principle of the gradie"iit rne'l~nod. The method 
~ ' " ' ~ 
of steepest assent is pe-rf armed as fol lows: 
1. Pick a point on the function -to start th~ search~ 
2. Mak~ a linear approximation of the direction of steepes't 
assent. from the experirne~tal po.int. 
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1-
3. Follow this direction fo
r s-ome distance. A predeterm
ined 
plan is used to decide how f
ar. One such plan is to pro
ceed 
in the direction of steepest
 assent until the function s
tarts 
to decrease. 
4. Repeat steps two and thr
ee until the maximum of the 
function 
has been sufficiently approx
imated . 
The greatest shortcoming of 
the gradient method is what 
Wilde [6] calls 
the non-euclidean paradox. A
 discussion of this will not
 be attempted 
in this papeT, however, the 
non-euclidean paradox affect
s only the· 
speed of finding the maximum
. There is no danger of fal
sely identifying 
~ 
a point as the maximum. 
Parameter estimation using s
ample cumulants and the grad
ient search 
technique w.as attempted. Th
e :(imultaneous equations obtained 
from the 
.~ample cumulan_t, attack were 
squared and summed to obtain
 ft. · A program 
. 
was then written to search f
or the minimum of ft using 
the gradient 
method of search. I was una
ble to estimate satisfactori
ly the para-
meters of a mixed normal pop
ulation, however, since I wa
s successful 
. 
in solving simpler, nonline
ar, simultaneous equations w
ith the program, 
the h is justified and merits 
further study. The problem 
in 
writing and de ugging this t
ype.of program is that the 
calculations f 
are so voluminous as to make 
it·._infeasible to make hand c
alculations 
in order to cneck the, program
. Therefo.r..e, positive ident
ification as 
·to the cause of poor param
eter.estimation is impossible
, i.e., it is 
never known whether the sem
i-invariant technique or the
 program is the 
I • 1 J-, 
. cause of an unsuccessful t
rial . 
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·· Proposed x Attack 
·/ 
Since I was unable to estimate successfully the parameters of a .. 
mixed no_rmal population, the proposed attack·- to diss-ec-t · a mixed 
popula-
tion cannot be evaluated\ There is a portion of the proposed a
ttack 
which merits discussion even though it could not be evaluated. 
The 
problem is: If the parameters of the several levels of mixed n
ormal 
. Pf pulations. could be estimated, how would the level be identifi
ed, i.e. , 
·-
how would we know if the mixed popu_lation was made up of two, th
ree or 
four subgroups? The problem of finding a technique of accompli
shing 
this objective is twofold: 
• I 
1. Some discriminating statistic must be used to reflect the 
~mprovernent in fit, ~data to hypothesized popufati. on, when the 
·• '·• . 
"'·',..,-· 
number of subgroups within the mixed population is increased. 
· 2. A method must be used which would also prohibit the unwant
ed, 
_ __._. 't 
no error so,iution of n subgroups in a sample of n, every 
subgroup mean being equal to an individual in the sample. 
A method which would accomplish these objectives utilizes the 
x2 test. The characteristic of the x
2 test which makes it att.ractive 




In applying the1 x2 test the sample data are quantized into 
I ' 
cells, the number of cells being arbitiary except that no cel_l 
may 
\ 
.have less than five individuals. The number of degrees of free
dom ·for 
.-
the x2 estimate is the number of cells minus one minus the numb
er of 
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of'freedom as· critical as necessary by wisely choosing the number of --
cells to be used in the x2 test. This prudent choice of cell size 
t 
should eliminate from consideration the no error solution. 
Closeness of Fit 
'C, 
Because the proposed solution technique could not be directly 
evaluated due to the parameter estimation problem, I felt that a study 
of the closeness. of fit, sample to· true population, of the mixed normal_. 
distribution was necessary. The object _of this stu.dy was twofold: 
1. To observe the form of the mixed normal distribution and 
changes in form when the parameters are changed. 
. J 
lb 
:2. To judge subjectively the discriminatory power of samples 
sizes of 50 and 25 when the parameters of the population are 
changed. 
The study was conducted by comparing numerically integrated mixed __  
normal populations with sample cwnulatjve curves found by simulation. 
~/ 
The results are shown in Appendix IV. Table below lists the parameters 
used in this study. 
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The basic form of the mixed normal distribution is shown b~ in 
Figure 4. 
PROPORTION OF 









Section A represents the first subgroup. The slope of the line in 
section A is dictated by the variance of the first subgroup. Section B 
represertts the division of the first from the second subgroup. The 
• I 
length of Section B ·will be determined by l\µ,/cr where 4J, ·is the dif-
ference in the means of the two subgroups. Section C represents the 
second subgroup.· 
The following observations seem intuitively pleasing after study-
ing the figures in App~ndix IV. 
1. The value of p, within the range studied, does not affect the 
sample size r~quired. 
,J· 
2. The value_ of 4',/a definitely makes the job of discriminating 
- :r 
more difficult. When l:lµ/o is 2. 5, figures 7 and 8, both ( . 
<a 
s.ample sizes, 50 and 25, appear insufficient. However, when 
IJµ/cr is 5, f:i.'gures 5 and 6,. both sample sizes reflect accu-
rately the parent popul.ation. 
3. J. Sampling error appear,s most significant in the low range of 
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,'.,,Ill,,' CHAPrER IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND 1RECOMMENDATIONS· FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The obvious area for further study is to test the proposed solu
-
tion technique. This testing should include several areas of s
tudy. 
Each of these areas will be discussed in this section of the re
port. 
' 
Parameter estimation, the phase of the proposed solution which 
was not accomplished, should be studied. A method is to be fou
nd to 
; 
estimate the parameters which is good enough to accomplish the 
objective, 
to identify statistically homogeneous subgroups within a mixed 
normal 
populatioo. The two methods attempted, maximum likelihood and 
sample 
cumulants ,, require further. study to determine_ if parameter estim
ation 
can be accomplished, and if so, which method is best suited for
 this 
particular application. Estimation using sample cumulants is 
possible 
by using the search techp.iques on ft as described in Chapter II
I of this 
J 
pa.per. Search techniques migl)t also be applied to the likelihood 
' function if it can be f_ound convex in the region of the u:iaximum
 and if 





· j.dentified as the true maximum. If both methods of parameter ,estimation 
I 




which method is best suited for this particular application., 
. 2 . . 
The use of the X test is another phase to be studied before th
e 
·. . 0 .. 
,proposed solution attack can be accepted or rejected as a tool for. 
dissection of a mixed population. In the discussion of the pro
posed 
:·; ·r_use,of.x2 in ~apter III of this paper, reference was made t
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' choice of cell size\ The effect of this choice may be important. ·Simu- · 
lation seems the best tool available for this study. 
After the above areas have been studi'ed, the entire solution tech..; 
nique might be examined. Questions Which might be answered are: 
f 
.;· .. 
1. For particular mixtures, what is the probability of correctly 
estimating the number of subgroups? 





and 4,J,1/cr, which we can pre~ict the probability of correctly 
identifying the subgroups? 
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APPENDIX - I 
_ MAXIMUM· LIKELIHOOD. -EQUATIONS 
p 
-(x_. -.A,),. /2'1'..,. 
e + • c1-el 
. {ii er J21t tr 





. . r, 
(-1';.--f'·;·)-··-~ -----·------,--·-- --------~------- --,r---- __ _: ___ ,. __________ _ 
-"· 
0 =;.=, p + (1-p) i-:Cxcp,)'L1-(x.,~,S·]/20'"1 
· SIM IL-ARLY FOil 
/ 
. "-- --- ---·--····- -· - •.. ·-. 
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Equations AI-1, AI-2 .and .Al-3 must be solved 
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Method of Parameter Es.timation -Using Cumu
lants 
The semi-invar,iant gene.rati~g function m
ay be developed directly 
from the moment generating function as follo
ws: 
00 
~(t) = et x fcX> dx 
-GO I 
·. th . 
-If the K derivative 
'. 
is the moment generating function. 






dK ~ etx f (x) dx 
-
-00 
d tK d t IC. 
-
t. k. 
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· EJtpanding ,tf)-··(t) in a Maclaurin's Series 
.;:. -~. . . 
•• .• -1'? 
<f)(t) =. (\HO) + {1)1(0) t 
. . 
K K. 
+ <P'<o) f +- <f1(0) f + .. ~ • + ~ {o)i_ 
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From the logarithmic series, if -l<x<l 
. 
loo ( 1. +- X) = X ..:. .!. X2 + !. X 3 - L x"" + · · · ± ...!.. . X~ 
r·;J z 3 4 · K 
" . 
Replace..ing ( 1 ·+ x) by 4'lt) in the neighborhood ·of t = 0 
It 
• ~ l. 
lo~ ( ~Ct)) = l tA. • Cl'. - ,. 2 Q. tA. + - .. . • • - 2 .cat J. .-i. I • .i=I • I 




gathering like powers oft 
lo';! ( $(t)) . ?. ) <13= - a. 
z -2 
+ t' ·( -~ -
.3 I 
• 




~- =- a. 
- I II 
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10<3 ( t<t>).= t 1 A,_ + t Ai. ..,. t3).?, + • • • t- tie. AK 
,-' l.. • 
I '· ZI 
.. 31 Jc.I 
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10<3 (4>(t)} - l t· A.i - . .A. 
"=' . ' 
-,: 
)., .
-~ [4 t· A·J A. J,. 
-(J)(t) - .. \ .; \· ( AII- i) - e ... .:., "' . 
·;,. ~. 
. +h 
- . J... semi-invariant -' . -,4, 
~'--s semi-invariant ge(l.etatl.ng £unction. 
' 
In order to us·e the semi-invariants as parameter estimating 
,,, 
tools, some statistic is necessary, derivable from sample, which 
shall be equated to the population semi-invariant. Sir Ronald. Fisher 
developed the so-called k statistics for this purpose from the 
---- ..... -- .. ---. -.-. '• . -------------- .... 
--· _,. ... - .......... ··--··· ., .... . ··-··-···· ~-- ·-·· ··--- ... 
following general definition. 
-· 
E(k.) = 
1 i i=l, 2,_3, ••• ,K 
, The development of this statistic shall be omitted. in this paper 
because it is too weighty. It is shown in some detail in Kendall 
and Stuart [ $ J, page. 278-280. On page 280 of Kendall and Stewart, 
the first eight k statistics are given in tenns of the power sums of 
the sample. 
r .______. ' 
. " '.I 
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.The following general procedure may be used to estimate n 
. 'i"' 
parameters using semi-invariants. 
. ..,, 
F. -~ 
1.. By taking n partial derivatives, evaluated at t=O of equation 
0 
e (AII-D, n equations are generated involving the first n moments 
and . . . . t . ) sem1-1nvar1an s, 1. e. ,~ 
f 1 . (Al ' al) , 
~ : 
f2 CA1, A2, al, a2) 





2. Substitute into equation~. (AII-2) for the semi-invariants 
their unbiased estimate·s, k statistics. 
3. Solve the equations simultaneously ~or the estimates of the 
,_ 
parameters • 
. It should be noted that while the k statistics are ~9iased 
,-
estimates of the semi-invariants, this does not guaran~ee that the 
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EQUATIONS ENCOUNTERED USING 9UMULANTS 
' 




+ ( I- p) e. a. 
r .. ,._,_. 
.... 
1~. 
--The procedure will be to cal~late partial derivitives with respect tot 
of both sides of the above equation, evaluate at t = 0~ and equate the 
resulting expressions. 
first part~al left side 
evaluated at t = 0 . r 
(A.111-1) 
. __ , ... 
second partial left side 
t"" (~:t .... ~ -+···) I 'J 2,\ E:! • 
evaluated at .t - 0 
/ (AlII-2.) 
third partial of left side 
' tl. ' ( ). :'= + A-i. 21 + .. ·) e · (A,+ A2t + t ' . ( t. -t..'1. ) '\ L. ) i\ ..... , ... \ - +··· I\ - T •.. / J -r /\ 3 -. qi 21 l 2.! . 
.. 
• I 
. ,) ..... 
. I 
. I 
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L -~ :, .... -
·,·l, 
+ 
-·c X t. ..- ). ~ ... · · ·) · e ,, ... z~ . 
:• 
evaluated at t = Q. 








evaluated at t = 0 
'.;.;: 
( A_ 111-4) 
"<""'" 
\ '· second partial of right side· 
ii 
~valuated at t = 0 
./; ,,·.1· .• 
. . 
P}'-~ + <l- p))'<: .+ .cr- ~ __ (A1Il-5J 
third partial of· right side 
. r.- -·· l1 [·a-· "2 .. e. L )4 ,t +, II''\, 1" (, u_ f + ft" 1,i ) + e~-,t ... er-,.!" , J 2 ' "1 JAt.+ o-'"i:- . )2] I 
r F' II ~ ,, ~I +a-'Ll) .... (j e. I 2 ~.+cri . 
. 
.. +(l~p)f o-1.e.M,.!+<ri\}'1+a-l!) "t- eJlat+cr~f {_/A1.+ a-1..lf' + 2 <r~e.a,.tt-~t~l.+cr'··tl] 
. .'. I· 
. . 
-· . 
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eva·Iuated at t - 0 
•. ,s, 
.equa.ting expressions AIIl-1 and AIII-4 
equating expressions AIII-2 and AIII-5 
) 
equating expressions AIII-3 and AIII-6 
c 1-p) c.P: ... ~'"<Ti.) 
IF 
then 
C =· k 
' I . . J 
z 
C .. = k + ~ 
• 2. I 
c, = pf, + (1-p) )A1. 
., 
I 
. cz. = "~r+<r'") T (,-p) ()4: +o-1-) 
<:\ 
C.3 = p {_µ:-t ~)";cri.) + (l-p) (.f'~ + ~)'zcri.J 
·t.hese :are the equations appearing in Chapter III of this paper ... 
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CURVES SHOWING CLOSENESS OF FIT 
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FIGURE 7 
S~mple Size 50 
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